To reach a better understanding of the suspension of the eye in the orbit, an orbital mechanics model based upon Wnite-element analysis (FEA) has been developed. The FEA model developed contains few prior assumptions or constraints (e.g., the position of the eye in the orbit), allowing modeling of complex three-dimensional tissue interactions; unlike most current models of eye motility. Active eye movements and forced ductions were simulated and showed that the supporting action of the orbital fat plays an important role in the suspension of the eye in the orbit and in stabilization of rectus muscle paths. 
Introduction
The centre of the human eye hardly displaces in the orbit (Donders & Doijer, 1862; Fick, 1854; Park & Park, 1933; Ruete, 1853) while the eye rotates over a large range and at high angular velocities. Many models of ocular motility and orbital mechanics have been made but the mechanism providing the suspension of the eye that allows for a large range of motility and a steady suspension at the same time has never been studied.
In 1845 Ruete developed the Wrst mechanical model of the eye and eye muscles. Strings represented muscles and the eye was hinged in gimbals. The Wrst computerized model of the eye was made by Robinson (1975) . Evaluation of this model motivated others to develop their own models with focus on an other speciWc area but based upon the same kernel (Clement, 1982; Miller & Robinson, 1984; Simonsz & Spekreijse, 1996) . The model developed by Miller, 'Orbit' (extensively described at http://www.eidactics. com), is the most sophisticated and is very useful to get an overall insight into the problem; analyses are quickly achieved and only few mechanical parameters are needed. All of these models are lumped mechanical models: complex three-dimensionally distributed tissue interactions, for instance between muscles and fat or between muscles and eyeball, are modeled as single force vectors. The parameters in lumped models do not necessarily have any physical signiWcance in terms of equivalence to mechanical parameters such as stiVness or friction coeYcients. This can easily lead to misunderstandings. For instance, when it was found that the bellies of the rectus muscles do not displace during eye movements out of the plane of action of the muscle (Miller, 1989; Simonsz, Harting, de Waal, & Verbeeten, 1985) , the so-called pulley action (Miller, 1989) was introduced. In Miller's model 'Orbit,' the pulley action was implemented by adding virtual springs between the muscle belly and the orbital wall. The anatomical substrate for these springs was subsequently found in connective tissue bands between the muscle belly and the orbital wall, the 'pulley bands' (Demer, 2002) , or 'faisseaux tendineux' (Tenon, 1816) . These pulley bands, however, have a diVerent course and have diVerent mechanical properties in the model than the anatomical bands that were assigned this function (van den Bedem, Schutte, van der Helm, & Simonsz, 2005) . The force that keeps the muscle belly into place remains undeWned and no better understanding is gained. What is needed for a comprehensive analysis of this problem is an approach that requires fewer assumptions than needed for lumped models and remains more closely to morphology.
The method used in this study for modeling the complex orbital mechanics is the Wnite-element analysis (FEA) method. In FEA, a complicated structure of complex geometry, like a muscle for instance, is subdivided in a large number of elements like tetrahedrons or cubes. Their nodes interconnect all elements within one structure. The total collection of elements, for instance constituting a muscle or the eye itself, is called a mesh. Each single element in the mesh is assigned material properties. These properties are obtained by mechanical measurements on the actual structure or are estimated. This approach requires fewer assumptions in a prior stage than needed for lumped models and allows for modeling complex tissue interactions, complex material behavior and complex geometries. Therefore, FEA is particularly useful for the analysis of the way the eye is suspended in the orbit. FEA models have proven useful in various biomechanical Welds especially for bone mechanics (Gupta, van der Helm, & van Keulen, 2004) , and soft-tissue biomechanics such as laparoscopy (Szekely et al., 2000) . Recently, also muscle mechanics has been studied using FEA (Oomens, Maenhout, van Oijen, Drost, & Baaijens, 2003; Yucesoy, Koopman, Huijing, & Grootenboer, 2002) . Using conventional Wnite-element software we made the Wrst three-dimensional (3D) FEA model of orbital mechanics, based upon the geometry derived from MRI scans and material properties obtained from the literature and mechanical measurements. Initial validation of the model was done by performing initial simulations of eye motility and forced ductions. Goals for development of the model were to get insight in the suspension of the eye in the orbit and to develop a platform for future research. The FEA model will be very useful for orbital surgery. For instance, orbital disorders as Graves' disease, with exophthalmos caused by thickened eye-muscles can easily be modeled in the FE model, including its surgical approach.
Methods

Geometry
The geometry of the orbital structures was derived from frontal MRI scans (T2-weighted, voxel size 0.27 £ 0.27 £ 0.5 mm) from a healthy 25-year-old female. The contours of the bony orbit, muscles and eyeball were traced using a 3D region-growing algorithm. This algorithm provided a segmentation, i.e., the three-dimensional boundaries, of each structure by expanding seed pixels into three-dimensional regions by extending their boundaries according to a grayscale threshold. It allowed for semi-automated segmentation from the MRI scans. Distinction was made between the bony orbit, the four rectus muscles, the eyeball, the fat within the muscle cone and the fat outside the muscle cone. The optic nerve was disregarded; we assumed that it would behave the same as the surrounding fat.
As it was diYcult to identify the exact location of the insertions of the muscles in the MRI images, the connection of the muscle tendon to the sclera was drawn with the help from previous anatomy studies (Lang, Horn, & von den Eichen, 1980) . The width of the insertions was assumed to be 10 mm, the thickness of the tendon 0.5 mm.
It proved to be very diYcult to trace the contours of the oblique muscles in the MRI images. As they were not considered essential for an initial analysis of eye motility in the horizontal and vertical plane, they were disregarded. In a future model, provision must be made for the two oblique muscles; this is, however, less straightforward than rectus muscles as base tension in gaze ahead is unknown.
The contours of the bone were easily distinguishable on the MRI images and could therefore be segmented automatically. To acquire an accurate description of the eyeball, a circle was Wtted manually through its contour in each scan that showed the eyeball. A sphere was Wtted through all circles with a least squares algorithm. The resulting sphere had a radius of 11.6 mm, corresponding to the value found in literature (Lang et al., 1980) .
The remainder of the orbital content was Wlled with fat. The orbital content was subdivided into two parts, representing the fat inside the muscle cone, the intraconal fat and the fat outside of the muscle cone, the extraconal fat. These parts were separated by a smooth conal surface through the rectus muscles. The extraconal fat was limited anteriorly by a Xat surface from the orbital rim to the sclera at the level of the rectus muscle insertions a few millimeters anterior to the equator. This was an approximation; the conjunctival fornices end approximately at the equator of the eye and, hence, anterior to the equator only force perpendicular to the globe is exerted on the eye by the eyelids. The latter force was ignored.
Since the distance between the traced contours in the MRI images was known, it was possible to Wt polynomial surfaces through these contours using a least squares optimization method. The surfaces that were used to describe the anatomical geometry in a mathematical way were 5th order NURBS (Piegl, 1991) surfaces with a Wtting tolerance of 0.02 mm. NURBS is an abbreviation for Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline. This is a common mathematical representation for smooth parametric surfaces. This type of surface model is very accurate in its description of smooth Xowing or organic surfaces and allows for large inXections were necessary. Fitting was done using commercially available software (Rhinoceros 3.0, McNeel and associates).
Mesh and boundary conditions
For creating the mesh (the subdivision into elements) the mathematical descriptions of the surfaces were imported in a Wnite-element pre-processor (MSC Patran, MSC Software) in the standardized IGES format (Nagel, Braithwaite, & Kennicott, 1980) . First, a surface mesh was created in each of the imported surfaces: All surfaces were subdivided into triangles with approximately the same edge length (t1.5 mm). This was done with the Delaunay triangulation algorithm, in an automated meshing routine. It was sometimes necessary to modify the triangles manually in order to improve the quality of the surface mesh. A second automated routine used the surface mesh to create tetrahedrons in each volume, so every volume was Wlled with tetrahedral elements. Edge length was increased deep internal in all solids, for instance within the eye, in order to decrease the total number of elements. Stress distributions inside the solids were therefore calculated less accurate, but these were considered less important.
In principle, all solids were connected to each other: each solid shared its boundary nodes with boundary nodes of other solids. However, sliding does play an important role in orbital mechanics, at the interface between muscle tendon and sclera for instance, between the medial rectus and the medial orbital wall, and between the posterior sclera and Tenon's capsule or the retrobulbar fat. In FEA modeling the outer surfaces of two solids can be allowed to slide using a contact algorithm in the Wnite-element solver. Contact algorithms are computationally very demanding and, therefore, we simulated sliding interaction by assigning a low elasticity to an interface layer about two elements thick. Using a layer with very low elasticity elements gave almost the same results as using contact elements, but allowed for less deformation. Large deformations were therefore not possible with the current model because they would result in strangely shaped tetrahedrons; tetrahedrons can become very thin and long and can even Xip inside-out.
The use of this interface layer of highly elastic elements allowed the muscle tendon to slide over the sclera and the medial rectus to slide over the medial orbital wall, to a limited extent, however. Sliding between the posterior pole of the eye and tenons capsule or the retrobulbar fat was neglected; we assumed this was a small approximation because the elasticity of the retrobulbar fat was low.
The four rectus muscles were connected to the eyeball at the insertion line, consisting of the most anterior edges of the tetrahedrons comprising the muscle tendons.
The second step was to apply boundary conditions to the mesh. The outer surface of the extraconal retrobulbar contents facing the orbital wall, the posterior surface of the intraconal retrobulbar content in the apex and the origin of the four rectus muscles were assumed Wxed to a rigid orbital wall. All other tetrahedrons were free to take every position, resulting in a very large number of degrees of freedom for the total model.
Material properties
In the human orbit, all materials are very anisotropic and inhomogeneous and little is known about the exact material properties. The material properties that were used in our model are based upon literature study, simpliWed measurements and engineering estimates (Table 1 ). All materials except for the muscles were assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic. Such material is described by its stiVness and its Poisson's ratio. Poisson's ratio is the ratio between the strain of expansion in the direction of force and the strain of contraction perpendicular to that force.
StiVness in the Wber direction of a contracting muscle is higher than the stiVness in directions orthogonal to the Wber direction. Therefore, the material model was assumed to be homogeneous but orthotropic and its stiVness and its Poisson's ratio were deWned for each of the three orthogonal directions. To this aim a continuum orthotropic model of the annulus Wbrosis (Elliott, LeRoux, Laursen, & Setton, 1997) was modiWed. Initial stiVness in Wber direction of innervated muscles set to 40 kPa as measured by Simonsz (1994) . To obtain correct muscle stiVness in the Wber direction, stiVness was incrementally increased until the total muscle stiVness corresponded to literature data. Direct conversion of Simonsz' data to material stiVness was diYcult due to the complex three-dimensional geometry of the muscles. The tendon of the muscle was considered to be an integral part of the muscle. Muscle contraction was simulated using the thermal expansion routine from the Wnite-element solver. With this routine a strain is enforced to a certain group of elements. When a 'temperature diVerence' is applied, the group of elements contracts and develops a certain force that depends on the material properties. In this way muscle force was well controllable. A linear-expansion coeYcient was assigned in the Wber direction of the muscle. The Wber direction at any point along the length of the muscle was derived from the surface describing the muscle at that point. This Wber direction was deWned as a local coordinate system for each element. A similar procedure was applied to the tendons. Expansion in the Wber direction of the muscle was compensated for in the direction perpendicular to this direction to achieve isovolumetric contraction. The expansion coeYcient in Wber direction was chosen x D ¡1 £ 10 ¡3 . From the constant volume criterion for a muscle the values for the two orthogonal expansion coeYcients were calculated. They were chosen equal in both orthogonal directions perpendicular to the muscle Wber direction,
¡4 . Deformation of the eyeball was disregarded by assuming a high stiVness of the eyeball of 500 kPa.
For material properties of the orbital fat its bulk properties were deWned, not the material properties of its constituent components. The fat cells are encapsulated by the connective tissue septa and the two together determine the bulk properties of the fat. The fat was assumed to be incompressible. This was modeled by choosing a Poisson's ratio near 0.5. We assumed it to be an isotropic, homogenous material. The intraconal fat was assigned a Young's modulus of 300 Pa, the extraconal fat 1000 Pa. During the course of the analysis, in additional measurements on monkey retrobulbar fat, values between 500 and 1000 Pa were found (Schoemaker et al., submitted). Orbital surgeons report that the consistency of intraconal fat is more Xuid like than that of fat more anterior in the orbit. Intraconal fat has larger fat cells and lower connective-tissue content.
Simulations with the model
After assigning material properties and boundary conditions to the Wnite-element mesh, it was possible to calculate strains and stresses resulting from applied load cases. Simulations were performed using a commercially available Wnite-element solver (MSC Marc, MSC Software). Various in vivo measurements described previously in the literature and additional own experiments were simulated as load cases in the model. By comparison of the behavior of the model (e.g., the deformation of the muscles and the movement of the eye) to the results of the in vivo measurements, an initial validation of the model was possible.
All simulations consisted of static load cases, i.e., there were no dynamics involved. In every simulation we started with a pretension of 80 mN 2 in the four rectus muscles. We assumed identical pretension for the vertical rectus muscles and the horizontal rectus muscles; this assumption was necessary as no literature data was available. Pretension was adopted from the pretension in the horizontal rectus muscles (8 g) in the Computerized Strabismus Model 2.0 (Simonsz & Spekreijse, 1996) .
The performed simulations concerned normal eye rotation, horizontal and vertical, and forced duction tests. In both horizontal and vertical eye rotation the force at the insertion of the agonist was incrementally increased to 120 mN, and the force in the antagonist muscle insertion was incrementally decreased to 40 mN. The maximum force that can be developed by human rectus muscles is in the range of 500-1000 mN (Collins, Carlson, Scott, & Jampolsky, 1981) .
Three forced duction tests were simulated: Horizontal, single-point forced duction, horizontal dual-point forced duction, and torsional forced duction. In the single-point forced duction test, a forceps is used to grasp the eye at the limbus to rotate the eye passively. Both in vivo measurements (Collins et al., 1981; Simonsz, 1994) found a mean stiVness of t0.1 mNm/deg 3 (1 g eye radius/deg), which is a conspicuously low value. The force exerted by the forceps does not result in a pure moment around the vertical axis. Therefore, although the eye rotates during a single point forced duction test, a translational movement in the direction of the force occurs in addition. This introduces a bias in the measurement method and results in a seemingly low rotational stiVness (Fig. 1) . To eliminate the translational movement in single point forced duction, a dual point forced duction (i.e., a pure moment) was introduced. In the Wnite-element model 2 Actually, this author used 'gram' as unit for force. Conversion to the metric system, i.e., mN, can be done by multiplication with the gravitational Weld constant at the surface of the earth 9.81 m s ¡2 (g ! mN). 3 These authors used 'gram eye radius/degree' as unit for rotational stiVness. Conversion to the metric system, i.e., mNm/degree, can be done by multiplication with the gravitational Weld constant at the surface of the earth 9.81 m s ¡2 (g ! mN) and multiplication with eye radius (eye radius ! m), averagely found to be 11.6 mm (Lang et al., 1980) . this test was simulated by applying an incrementally increasing force of 50 mN on a node in the middle of the insertion of the lateral rectus muscle in posterior direction, and a similar force in opposite direction on a node in the middle of the insertion of the medial rectus muscle. In a third forced duction test, an incrementally increasing moment was applied around the visual axis of the eye and rotation was measured. Although oblique muscles were absent in this Wrst model we wanted to get an indication of the stiVness of the other structures. Results were compared to previous measurements (Simonsz, Kolling, Kaufman, & Van Dijk, 1986 ) where a torsional stiVness of 0.06 mNm/deg was found. The torsional forced duction test was simulated in the model by applying an incrementally increased 50 mN force on the middle node of the insertion of the lateral rectus muscle in upward direction and a second 50 mN force on the middle node of the insertion of the medial rectus muscle in downward direction.
Results
Geometry
The acquired MRI data set was well suited for segmentation with a 3D region-growing algorithm. After segmentation (Fig. 2) a 3D mathematical description was obtained in an automated fashion. At interconnections of the various orbital structures (i.e., insertions of the muscles on the eyeball), some adjustments to the surfaces were made by hand to remove discontinuities and to increase smoothness.
Mesh and boundary conditions
First a triangular Wnite-element surface mesh was created within all surfaces with preprocessing software. The global edge length was t1.5 mm. Automated volume meshing was not possible and meshing was largely performed by hand. In order to connect volume meshes in a later stage, nodes had to coincide at boundary lines between surfaces, e.g., the most anterior nodes of the muscle surface coincided with nodes on the surface of the eyeball. After these corrections, surface meshes enclosed all volumes. The surface meshes were used to create a volume mesh (Fig. 3) in each of the geometries that were distinguished in the MRI images. Global edge length of the tetrahedrons was chosen progressively longer in the interior of intraconal fat, extraconal fat and eyeball, to a maximum edge length of 3.5 mm, in order to limit the total number of elements. Elements with strange shapes (i.e., poor aspect ratios), which were created automatically by the Fig. 1 . A schematic representation of conventional single-point forced duction that is used to measure rotational stiVness. Instead of a pure moment, a force is applied to the eye and, therefore, a reaction force in the orbit is required (lateral reaction) to obtain a static equilibrium. As the suspension of the eye is not inWnite stiV, the eye will translate (dx). This contaminates the calculations: The actual rotational stiVness of the eye is given by F · r/d . In the literature experiments (Collins et al., 1981; Simonsz et al., 1986) d was derived from the measured distance x, neglecting dx. This distance however is biased by the displacement of the eye and, hence; the calculated stiVness was too low. The Wnite-element model simulation of single-point forced duction predicts an underestimation of the rotational stiVness of t30%. Fig. 2 . Three of the frontal MRI scans that were used for reconstruction of the orbital geometry (left). In each of the scans from posterior (top) to anterior (bottom) contours of the orbital structures were traced. As an example, contours describing the medial rectus muscles are shown in these sections. A graphical representation of the 3D geometries that were created using the traced contours from the MRI-scans is shown on the right. volume meshing routine, were substituted for multiple elements with a better aspect ratio by hand. The volume mesh consisted of 23365 four-noded tetrahedron elements that shared 5034 nodes. Because considerable deformation was required, the model was very geometrically non-linear and solving was therefore done in an iterative fashion. In this study the Newton-Raphson method was used with an adaptive time step. Large rotations of the eye (>15°) resulted in too large deformations of the mesh (i.e., high aspect ratios) because the fat was connected to the eye (i.e., nodes of the orbital-fat mesh are shared with the nodes of the mesh that represents the eye) and connected to the orbital wall. In large rotations of the eye, the surface of the eye moved a relatively large distance from the surface of the orbit, resulting in large strains for the interconnecting orbital fat and, hence, rotation of the eye was limited.
Simulations with the model
Normal eye rotation
In simulating horizontal eye movement, the tension in the medial rectus muscle was increased incrementally up to 120 mN while tension in the lateral rectus muscle was decreased to 40 mN incrementally. The Wnal rotation of the eye was t10.5°. After application of the tension, hardly any translation of the centre of the eye was found (<0.1 mm) with respect to the case when only pretension was applied.
In simulating vertical eye movement the superior rectus was innervated while the inferior rectus muscle was relaxed with the same forces as in the horizontal eye rotation. This resulted in a rotation of t12.2° (Fig. 4) .
Forced duction tests
Simulation of a single point forced duction showed a rotation of the eye (Fig. 5 ) and a translation of the eye in the direction of the applied force. The maximum rotation after a single point forced duction with a force of 200 mN was t15.5°. The measured rotational stiVness, calculated by multiplication of the force with its moment arm, divided by the measured rotation, was 0.15 mNm/deg. The accompanying translation was 1.4 mm. On the other hand, in simulation of dual-point forced duction (2 £ 50mN, applied at the insertions of the muscles in posterior and anterior direction), only 0.11 mm translation of the centre of the eye was found, whereas the rotation of the eye was t10.5°. This yielded a rotational stiVness of 0.095 mNm/deg.
The model predicted a higher rotational stiVness when applying force at one point on the sclera of the eye than when applied a pure moment. In in-vivo single point forced duction measurements (Collins et al., 1981; Simonsz, 1994) conspicuously low values, around 0.10 mNm/deg have been found. This value has subsequently found in model analysis (Simonsz & Spekreijse, 1996) to be too low to comply with other values measured in vivo. This may have been caused by derivation of the rotation of the eye, in their experiments, from the displacement of the attachment point of the force and hereby disregarding displacement of the centre of the eye. When we calculated this artifact rotational stiVness from our single-point forced duction simulation, we found the same value, 0.10 mNm/deg, as was found in vivo.
Torsional forced duction around the visual axis with a moment of 1 mNm resulted in a rotation of 10.66° (Fig. 6) . The average stiVness measured in vivo (Simonsz, Crone, de Waal, Schooneman, & Lorentz de Haas, 1984) was 0.06 mNm/deg, whereas the model predicted a rotational stiVness of 0.094 mNm/deg. Finally, when the eye is rotated in torsion, the muscle insertions and tendons are displaced. The question then is to what extend the muscle bellies follow this displacement. One would expect the entire muscle follow this displacement, because the muscle path is longer when the muscle belly stays in place. In the Active Pulley Hypothesis (Demer, 2002) , connective-tissue bands between the muscle and the orbital wall stabilize the rectus muscle path. However, in simulating torsional forced duction in the FEA model, only the anterior parts of the muscles and tendon rotated with the eye. Although there were no explicit connective tissue connections between the muscles and the orbital wall, the muscle bellies stayed in place. The muscles did not follow the shortest possible path and were kept in place by the orbital fat. Note that fat and its encapsulating connective tissue septa were described as one material in the model.
Discussion
We developed a Wrst FEA model of orbital mechanics. A FEA model oVers unique possibilities to examine orbital mechanics and oVers detailed analysis of local strains and stresses. The model is preliminary, more extensive validation and analysis of the sensitivity of the model for our modeling assumptions is needed.
In the comparison between the simulations of singleand dual-point forced duction the advantages of Wnite-element modeling over lumped modeling became clear. For instance, considerable displacement of the centre of the eye occurred in a simulation of single-point forced duction rotation, contrary to dual-point passive forced duction. We could thereby account for conspicuously low values found for stiVness in passive horizontal eye rotation in awake volunteers (Collins et al., 1981; Simonsz, 1990) . In the FEA model, displacement of the eye is emerging from the material properties, whereas in a lumped model, assumptions about the displacement of the centre of the eye has to be modeled explicitly by adding, for instance, springs to the joint of the eye.
The nature of the interconnections of structures in the orbit, i.e., what slides and what is connected, is largely unknown. Sliding probably plays an important role at the interface between sclera, Tenon's capsule and orbital fat, between the medial rectus muscle and the medial orbital wall, or between the rectus muscle belly and surrounding fat tissue. Sliding does occur between Tenon's capsule and the posterior sclera during eye rotation. Rotation of the eye is partly accounted for by deformation of the orbital fat and partly by sliding of the eye within Tenon's capsule, limited of course by the optic nerve transversing both. The amount of sliding vs. deformation is an important determinant for the rotational stiVness of the eye. In a Wnite-element model, sliding can be modeled by using a contact algorithm, yet this requires detailed knowledge of the mechanics of the interconnections, e.g., friction coeYcients, and calculations with a contact algorithm are very time consuming.
Inspired by the predictions of the FEA model, we decided to measure the material properties of orbital fat. We measured elasticity and viscosity of calf and monkey retrobulbar fat. We found t500 Pa for elasticity of calf retrobulbar fat, which was quite low. However, the orbital fat provided suYcient support to stabilize rectus muscle paths in torsional forced duction: Only the anterior parts of the rectus muscles and their tendons rotated with the eye, but the muscle belly itself remained in place, despite the lack of explicit connective tissue connections to the orbital wall. These simulations showed that the supporting role of the orbital fat has been underestimated in the past.
The supporting action of the orbital fat stabilizes the muscle paths and there is no need for pulley bands for muscle stabilization in the FEA model. Other recent observations corroborate this argument. Dimitrova, Shall, and Goldberg (2003) and van den Bedem et al. (2005) both showed that eye motility can be normal without explicit connective tissue connections between eye muscles and orbital wall. In the experiments by Dimitrova et al. the lateral orbital wall was removed without serious consequences for eye motility. The patient with Crouzon's syndrome described by van den Bedem et al. had hardly any orbital wall, i.e., the entrance of the orbital wall was at the level of the posterior pole of the eye. His eye motility was quite good and the rectus muscle bellies were stable.
